
The historical quarter of Namur will welcome a fascinating

nature photography festival: a fantastic opportunity to dream

about the most enchanting places in the world.

Internationally renowned photographs will feature their captures

of nature scenes. The pictures will be on show in several places in

Namur, thus offering an enchanting stroll through the Walloon

city. Growing more successful from one year to another, this event

is now considered the largest nature photography festival in the

whole of Benelux.

The city will become, for a few days, an extraordinary art gallery.

Event planned for the month of September 2024
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Among the many pictures on show will be nature snapshots, some

offering a glimpse of wild animals in their habitats, others

focusing on stunning landscapes or floral details. 

The event also includes conferences, a nature bookshop and stalls

presenting photography material.

The many exhibitions will be located in the pedestrian area of the

capital of Wallonia:the Saint-Aubain cathedral, the Îlot des

Bateliers, the Galerie du Cap Nord, the Bourse (Palais des

Congrès), the Musée Provincial des Arts Anciens, the Notre-Dame

church, the Place d'Armes, the Galerie du Beffroi and the

Parliament of Wallonia.

 

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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At the heart of the historic quarter


